Assemble piping in a panel with Curves
1. Take your piping cord strip. Apply glue or double-sided tape. Center your piping cord. Leave 3/4" (2 cm) approx., without cord at the beginning and end of the strip.

2. Fold the strip matching the edges to enclose the piping cord, clip or pin in place.
3. Press with a clamp to mark the contour of the cord.

4. Match the edges of the cord strip with the edges of the exterior main panel. The piping cord should start and end according to what is indicated in each pattern.
5. Fold the ends of the strip as indicated in the photo. Clip or pin in place.

6. You may need to make some notches on the curved parts to facilitate molding.
7. When you reach the final mark, trim the piping cord. Then remove 2 cm (3/4”) of cord and fold the end as at the beginning.

8. Sew around to secure the Piping Cord using a piping foot or zipper foot.
9. Repeat for the other main panel. (Back)